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Tyrone W. Rogers is the founder of Elite First Assisting, LLC. He is an exemplary
certified surgical assistant, savvy entrepreneur, a God fearing, and devoted father
whose penchant for the cutting-edge is demonstrated by the diversity of his
constantly evolving portfolio. 

As a man of strong character, Tyrone embodies an expansive mindset that has
afforded him the necessary instinct to amass a multifaceted portfolio. His holdings
include; real estate investment properties in Blue Ridge, GA, a lakefront property in
Tennessee, rental properties in Mullins, SC, Atlanta, GA, Cumming, GA, two
locations for The Atlanta Comedy Club in Cumming, GA, and at the Atlanta
Underground, a wholesale medical supply company, a CBD store, and several
restaurant partnerships. Tyrone is Always on the lookout for his next sound
investment, and his portfolio is by no means exhaustive. 

Tyrone’s experience and instinct for leadership aids him into his drive to not only
grow businesses, but also to give back to the community. Tyrone has donated
money to different organizations for food and essentials and has also stood on the
frontline alongside his daughter feeding the homeless at the Atlanta Mission.
Through his medical supply company, he is a regular donor of supplies to aid relief
efforts in Haiti. Leveraging his own experience, Tyrone mentors younger individuals
from all walks of life, and takes a special interest in helping up-and-coming surgical
assistants on their career paths and through starting their businesses. His belief that
struggle builds character plays an important role in helping others see past their
own limitations. 

In addition to his other accolades, in 2023, Tyrone is positioned to add speaker and
author to his resume. He is gearing up to release a book based largely around the
values instilled by his parents, the late William Rogers Sr., and Ruby Mae Rogers,
and how he used those values to build an exciting, and incredible life from humble
beginnings. He will also begin accepting speaking engagements in the non-profit
sector, addressing the needs of the youth and stressing the importance of resilience
and building a beneficial network.
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